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THE PLUMB BOB THAT WAS INVOLVED IN THE CIVIL WAR CONSPIRACY
by Herb Kean with research by Wayne Robbins
Wayne took up the challenge with a passion, and
before I realized it I was inundated with facts that he was
digging up from everywhere. The most important piece of
information was that John Laird was the John Laird of the
Laird Company of Birkenhead, one of the most famous
shipbuilding yards in all England! (See Fig. 2). John
Laird, himself, was an important man of the area and the
first mayor of Birkenhead.
Wayne got the Wisconsin Maritime Museum to send
a sketch of how the plumb bob was used to build the ships
of the 1800s. It was redrawn for simplicity. (See Fig. 3.)
Other sources gave us these responses:

FIG. 1 The Laird brass plumb bob,
8 lbs.- 2 ozs., 8 3/4"
Sometimes when you start off to research something,
you end up with more than what you were looking for.
Such was the case with a plumb bob that a fellow tool
collector from Oregon emailed me about. It was stamped
JOHN LAIRD/ B’HEAD, and MOULD ROOM (See Fig.
1.) It looked like an important one, but I had no idea who
John Laird was. I asked Wayne if he could research it, as
he seemed to have museum connections. Little did I know
what I was in for.

Plumb bobs are used for: aligning the hull to the
center of the building ways; and for checking structures within the hull to dimensions placed on the floor
of the ways, such as the centers of the rudder, shaft
line, length of vessel, beam of hull, and squarness of
the engine; and checking structures for vertical, such
as the mast. Some masts are deliberately set with a
rearward angle (or rake) for increased speed. This is
done by offsetting the plumbed distance from the top
of the mast to the base of the mast.
When the ways are not on level ground, but the
slope of the ways is known, it is a simple matter to
work out the amount a plumb bob should be offset for
any given vertical length - so as to be assured that the
ship is built square to the ways, not to the gravity line.
(Continued on page 3)
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President’s Corner
I truly do enjoying collecting antique tools. I enjoy the hunt
to find them, the research to find information about the mystery
in the tools, and the restoration of neglected tools. But what I
enjoy most is using them. When I am using an antique tool I feel
as if I am being guided by the past master craftsman. I had a fellow tool collector visit recently and when he saw the large
amount of wood planes I had he commented that, “Don’t I get
bored with wood planes?” I would have to agree, if all I did was
collect them maybe their interest would be faint. But what really
is the fun part about wood planes is getting them to work.
Sharpening the iron, getting it set up just right and enjoying the
pleasure of getting a perfect cut is a challenge I enjoy. Many of
my planes on display sit on a piece of molding cut with the plane
to show the profile and the definite workability of the tool.
This summer I am building an outdoor kitchen - barbecue
area. It is a rather large project that covers many different areas
of construction. It has been an enjoyable pleasure to work on this
project and see the results of tools and materials in action. I feel
we humans have an inert desire to create, and the extent to which
we use tools and materials is what separates us from the other
creatures on this planet. For me it is therapy, and at the end of
the day I feel a proud sense of accomplishment. Of course sitting
at the outdoor bar munching on the perfect cheeseburger while
drinking a cold beer helps this warm fuzzy feeling along.
In June we had our directors meeting and sadly accepted the
resignation of long time CRAFTS treasurer Jack Whelan. As
president, one of the hardest jobs is finding people to help with
the various jobs a club has to perform. Jack has performed over
the years with a sense of responsibility to CRAFTS that is unheard of. I knew I could never find anyone to replace Jack and
all the hard work he carried out for our club. I was very fortunate
to have Jim Bode volunteer to handle the membership responsibilities that Jack had performed. Next, I was overjoyed to have
Hank Allen volunteer to take over the treasurers job. I am confident that both of these CRAFTS members will carry on the legacy of fine work that Jack has set as the standard over these many
years.
Another major change we decided on at this meeting was to
move the Tool Shed from five issues a year to a quarterly issue.
This was not an easy decision but for fiscal responsibility it was
the right decision. Thus we will be changing the dates of our
publication to the beginning of the months of; September, December, March and June. One of the issues we contemplated is
that some members relied on the Tool Shed to remind them of
the CRAFTS meeting. I can sympathize with this as my own
memory seems to need a jarring now and then. But we will be
sure to list all upcoming CRAFTS events on the last page of the
Tool Shed and we will all have to mark our own home calendars
to remind us of upcoming events. Another source of current
CRAFTS
information
is
our
web
page
WWW.CRAFTSOFNJ.ORG.
Lastly we have our picnic coming up and I hope to see many
of you there. Of course Ken Vliet has assured me it will be a
sunny day and the food will be first-rate and plentiful. CRAFTS
members are asked to bring a desert to share. Tailgating is open
to all CRAFTS members and a small $10 fee will be collected by
me to assist with CRAFTS finances. We will have numerous
displays that are judged and given tool related prizes. I always
look forward to seeing old friends and meeting new members
that will become old friends shortly.
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FIG. 2 -- The Laird Shipyard, 1860
(Continued from page 1)

Although it might take a little time to completely
understand what was described previously, it will become
clear that the plumb bob was an important tool in shipbuilding. This bob is stamped MOULD ROOM, as that is
where it was used. The mould room, or mould loft, as it
was more commonly referred to, was one of the first steps
in shipbuilding. It was a large building or sheltered area in
a shipyard for laying off full-sized templates (or moulds)
of the hull structure components from the construction
drawings. The moulds, which were made out of thin
wood, were used to shape the actual ship’s timbers.
Most of the historical facts that Wayne found are
probably known by most Civil War buffs, but I think
there are a few things that I will relate that might even
surprise the most avid buff. Also: from the tool collector’s
viewpoint, it’s possible that this very plumb bob was used
by Laird to build the most notorious Confederate raider of
the Civil War --- The CSS Alabama. (See Fig. 4). More on
this ship later.

FIG. 3 The use of the plumb bob in shipbuilding
Otherwise it would not float at a true vertical when
the ship was on an even keel.
Where bulkheads are being positioned, it is usual
to plumb and horn. Horning is the checking of any
cross member by measuring to the center line of the
hull from the identical positions at port and starboard
of the member at its maximum breadth and height.

But first, let me set the scene of what it was like in
England after the outbreak of our Civil War. The cotton
mills of the major industrial cities, which had developed a
dependence on our South for their raw material, found
themselves in dire straits economically. Union ships had
blockaded most of the Southern ports to disrupt cotton
exports and foreign imports. The resultant unemployment
of the English mill workers tended to put their sympathies
with the South, even though the United States attempted
to repair the damage caused by their blockade by sending
food supplies to relieve some of the suffering. A quote of
that time was that “more confederate flags flew over Liverpool than over Richmond”.
(Continued on page 4)
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FIG. 4 -- The CSS Alabama
(Continued from page 3)

But here is where the conspiracy comes in. England was theoretically neutral to the United States.
However, the Confederacy sent their top secret agent
(James D. Bulloch) over to convince the English shipyard owners to build blockade runners to help them get
the cotton to the English mills. Here’s how the English
got away with violating the neutrality between the two
nations.
Ships were built in English yards, allegedly as
merchant ships for European countries. No armaments
were installed. The ships were sent out with some dignitaries as if it were a pleasure cruise for a trial run.
Once outside the English ports, away from the eyes of
the U.S. Consulates, all the dignitaries were disembarked and returned to shore. English sailors were put
aboard and the ship sailed off to the Azores to be fitted
with armament and ammunition, and become part of
the Confederate Navy. The U.S. officials figured out
what was going on, and protested to the English Ambassador. But it did little good when, because of the
Union blockade, thousands of English workers were
hurting and had to be helped by their government
through welfare.
The straw that broke the camel’s back was the
building of ship No. 290 called the Enrica. As soon as
it reached the Azores it was renamed the Alabama, and
the Confederate flag run up its mast. The Alabama
measured 220 feet long, with a beam of 32 feet. It had
both sails and an engine and could make 13 knots! Her
armament included one 68 pounder cannon, one 110
pounder cannon, and six 32 pounder cannons. She had
a compliment of 148 men, which included both English and Confederate. A formidable foe.
The Alabama’s job was not to engage any Union
man-of-war, but to ravage the Union’s merchant fleet.
And that it did. The Alabama sank 55 ships, worth
$4,500,000 including cargo, and took 10 in bond,
worth over $500,000! (Imagine what that would be in
today’s dollars.) Bonding meant that the ship would be
freed if the owners paid its value to the Confederacy,
and its cargo was considered “neutral”. If not, the men
were put off in lifeboats before their ship was burned,
and brought onto the Alabama to be let off at the nearest port. Keep this “policy of the sea” in mind when the

Alabama faces the Union man-of war, the USS
Kearsarge.
THE BATTLE--The Alabama had been sinking
Union merchant ships from one end of the globe to the
other for almost two years, but had only seen a fight
with an armed opponent once -- the USS Hatteras,
which the Alabama sank.
On June 11, 1864 she needed some major repairs
and put in to port at Cherbourg, France. Word of the
whereabouts of the Alabama got to the captain of the
Kearsarge (a Union warship patrolling for Confederate
raiders). The Kearsarge was in Holland at the time, but
made an immediate run to Cherbourg. It arrived at
Cherbourg on June 14 and trapped the Alabama in
port. As this information was passed along to the local
(and not so local) population, spectators lined the
shores to watch an impending battle. A great number
of small boats, filled with more spectators, crowded
into the waters outside the port. It was to be one of the
most viewed sea battles in history.
The French were more “neutral” toward the U.S.
than the English, and they demanded that the Alabama
move out into international waters, and on June 19
made sure of it by escorting her out there with one of
their ironclads. As the Kearsarge turned to meet its
opponent, the Alabama opened fire. The Kearsarge’s
crew waited until the distance between both vessels
closed to less than 1,000 yards before returning fire.
According to survivors of the battle, the two ships
steamed on opposite circular courses as each commander tried to cross the bow of his opponent to deliver a heavy raking fire. The battle quickly turned against
the Alabama due to the poor quality of its powder and
shells. By contrast, the Kearsarge benefited from additional protection provided by chain cables along its
sides. At the very onset of the exchange of cannon
shots, the Alabama landed a 110 pounder in the
Kearsarge’s steering area. But its fuse was defective,
and it did not explode. Had it done so, the outcome of
the battle might have been considerably different.
After much maneuvering and many cannon shots
(a total of 250 from both ships) the Alabama realized
that it could not get its shells through the chain-draped
(Continued on page 5)
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sides of the Kearsarge. And the Kearsarge gunners
were becoming very effective, as the Alabama’s engines were put out of commission. As the Alabama
also had sails, her captain (Ralph Semmes) tried to
make port under sail, but realized that he could not do
it. He offered to surrender and struck his colors. The
Kearsarge stopped firing.
But then, for some unexplained reason, two shots
were fired by the Alabama. Angered by what appeared to be a breach of the Seaman’s Code, the captain of the Kearsarge (John Winslow) poured it into
the Alabama, without waiting for the men to get off
the ship in small boats. They had to swim for their
lives to keep from being sucked under by the sinking
Alabama. The spectator boats and the Kearsarge
picked up the men, although Semmes and many of his
officers got away into friendly boats. The Alabama
captain escaped to England, but never commanded a
ship again. Winslow was hailed as a great hero back
home.
THE EPILOGUE -- The violation of international neutrality by England for the building of the Alabama and other ships for the Confederacy, went into
the Court of Arbitration in Geneva in 1872, and was
known as the Alabama Claims. The United States was
awarded 3,299,166 pounds sterling as compensation
for the damage done, mostly by the Alabama. England paid, as the threat of war between the two countries was felt to be real. To his death in 1874, John
Laird never agreed with the arbitration award, and as
a member of Parliament argued the point continuously. But to no avail, and the Conspiracy that the Laird
plumb bob was involved in just faded into History.
CREDITS:
1) Wisconsin Maritime Museum, Cristin Waterbury,
Registrar/Collection Manager.
2) North Carolina Maritime Museum, Dave Moore,
Curator of Nautical Archaeology.
3) Tim Colton, Industrial Engineer and Naval Archi
tect.
4) Jon Paul Vanharpen, Maritime Historian.
5) National Museums- Liverpool, England, Ian Mur
phy, Curator of Port History.
6) The Alabama Affair-The British Shipyards Con
spiracy in the American Civil War, by David
Hollett 1993.
7) CSS Alabama-Builder, Captain and Plans, by
Charles Grayson Summersell 1985.
8) Williamson Art Gallery, Birkenhead, England

The Heritage and Agriculture Association
By Barret V. Dalrymple
As a tool collector and long time member of CRAFTS of
New Jersey. I was asked to prepare a tool exhibit at a recent
fund raiser for the Heritage and Agriculture Association at the
historic Lusscroft Farm in Wantage Township, Sussex County
New Jersey. The accompanying pictures show some of the
early construction and carpenter, blacksmith, farm and ice gathering tools that I included in this display.
Lusscroft Farm was part of a large acreage donated by Mr.
James Turner to the state of New Jersey in 1931 and was used
to create the north branch of the New Jersey Agriculture Experiment Station which operated until 1970. Research in artificial
insemination, genetic improvements in dairy cattle, grassland
and silage management, and many other experiments were carried out. Some of the early sires used in the first artificial
breeding program in America were housed in Lusscroft.

A few of the Carpentry and Blacksmithing Tools on Display
The buildings stood idle from 1970 to 1973 and then were
occupied by the 4-H Outdoor Education Center (4-H Camp)
from 1973 to 1996. Due to a lower enrollment the camp eventually was discontinued. The buildings slowly began to deteriorate further.
About 2004, local residents formed the Heritage and Agricultural Association to try to raise money to stabilize, restore
and preserve the buildings and land. Two grants have been
received to help with roof repairs and to clear the horse and
hiking trails. The goal of the Association is to create and maintain an agricultural heritage center to educate the public about
all phases of farming.
The association is made up of local residents, former employees and their offspring, several doctors and graduate students and their families and other people interested in the
preservation of Lusscroft Farm. They have worked hard to
make sure that Lusscroft Farm is not lost as other historic sites
have been in Sussex County.
For more information visit www.lusscroftfarm.com.
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William McNiece – part 3
By Wiktor Kuc
This part was not intended to
be written and after my second
article (published in the April
2008 Tool Shed) I was ready to
move on to other projects. This
however was not meant to be. On
June 16, 2008 I received a copy of
“Articles of Copartnership” between Charles H. Lame and
William McNiece back saw. Triple cove brass back saw from around the 1860’s.
William McNiece from an
Photo provided by Philip W. Baker
eBay seller. His gesture was
motivated by the fact that he
found information about the McNiece-Lame reladeath of either of the said parties within the said
tionship on my website, www.wkFineTools.com.
term).
For me it meant another step in my understanding
of the business history of William McNiece. The
Second, They shall not and will not, anyfollowing is a complete transcript of the cotime hereafter, during the period above named,
partnership agreement.
exercise or follow the said trade or any other, to
their private endearment or advantage, but shall
Articles of Copartnership made and conand will from time to time, and at all times during
cluded this first day of November Anno Domini
the said period, (nor they should so long live) use
1863 between Charles H. Lame and William
their outmost endeavors to the best of their skills
McNiece Both of the city of Philadelphia.
and ability for their mutual advantage, with the
stock as aforesaid and its increase.
Whereas it is the intention of the said parties
to form a co-partnership, for the purpose of carryThird, That they shall and will dur ing the
ing on the business of manufacturing saws, thereperiod aforesaid discharge equally between them,
fore for the purposes of such business the said
the rent of such premises as they may rent or hire,
Charles H. Lame hath upon the day of the date
for the management and conduct of the business
hereof, put into said partnership as capital stock,
aforesaid.
Stock, Tools, and Cash to the amount of one Thousand four hundred and forty one dollars, and the
Fourth, That all pr ofit, gain or incr ease,
said William McNiece has also invested therein, in
that shall or may arise from or by reason of the
stock and tools to the amount of Seven hundred
said joint business, shall be equally and proportionand sixty three dollars and fifty cents, and hath also
ally divided between them, share and share-alike,
given into the said Charles H. Lame, his judgment
and also all losses, that shall happen in the said
bond for the sum of six hundred and seventy seven
business by bad debts, bad goods, or howsoever
dollars and fifty cents, to bear legal interest, in
otherwise, shall be paid by and borne equally beplace of cash, to make his interest in the business
tween them.
equal and even with that of Charles H. Lame, all of
which said stock, tools and cash, are to be emFifth, That neither of them, shall without
ployed and laid out in common between the parthe consent of the other, previously thereto in writties, hereto, for the management of the said busiing obtained, sell or assign his share or interest in
ness, to their mutual advantage, and they have
said business to any person or persons whatsoever.
agreed upon the following Terms and Articles of
Agreement, to the faithful performance of which
Sixth, That it shall be lawful for each of
they mutually bind and engage themselves, each to
them, to take out of the cash of the joint stock, the
the other his Executors and administrators firmly
sum of Twelve dollars per week, to his own use,
be these presents.
the same to be charged on account, and neither of
them shall take any further sum for his own sepaFirst, the style of the said copar tner ship
rate use without the consent of the other in writing.
shall be “Lame & McNiece” and shall continue for
one year from the date hereof (except in case of the
(Continued on page 7)
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Seventh, That neither of the said par ties, shall
during this copartnership, without the consent of the
other, enter into any deed, covenant, bond or judgment,
or become bound as bail or security or give any note, or
accept or endorse any bill of exchange for him self or
partner, with or for any person whatsoever, without the
consent of the other first had and obtained.
Eigth, That ther e should be kept, dur ing the
said period and joint business, perfect just and correct
book accounts, wherein each of the said copartners,
shall enter all money by him received or expended on
account of the said business.

As we know, the history of William McNiece and
his saw manufacturing is not documented in great detail
and sources of information are limited. Edwin T.
Freedley in "Philadelphia and its Manufactures", 1867,
mentioned that William McNiece was employed by
Walter Cresson at Conshohocken for eleven years. The
next available information comes from the Directory of
American Toolmakers (DAT), EAIA and Hand-Saw
Makers of North America, E. L. Schaffer.




Ninth, That the said copar tner s, once in six
months, or oftener if need shall require, upon the request of either of them shall make and render each to
the other, or to the Executors or Administrators of each,
a true and full account, of all profits and increase of
them and each of them made, and all losses by them
sustained, and all other things whatsoever by them and
either of them made, received and expended, acted,
done and suffered, in the said copartnership, and the
account so made, shall and will clear, adjust, pay and
deliver, each unto the other, at the time of making such
account their equal share of the profits so made aforesaid.
Tenth, And that at the end, of afor esaid Per iod
of One Year or other some determination, of these present, (whether by death of one of the parties hereto or
otherwise) they the said copartners each to the other, or
in case of the death of either, the surviving party to the
executors or administrators of the party deceased, shall
and will make a true full and final account of all things
as aforesaid, and in all things well and truly adjust the
same, and also, that upon making such accounts, all and
every the Stock as well as the gain and increase thereof
which shall appear or is found to be remaining, shall be
equally apportioned and divided between them, the said
copartners, their executors or administrators, share and
share alike, the said William McNiece or his executors
or administrators, to take the said judgment bond as Six
hundred and Seventy seven dollars and fifty cents as
part of his share of the cash funds of the said copartnership at the dissolution as aforesaid.
In Witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands and seals, dated the
day and year first above written.



William McNiece was employed by Cresson: 18521863
Lame & McNiece, Philadelphia: 1863-1864
(Articles of Co-Partnership)
William McNiece, Excelsior Saw Works: 1859 1882 (EAIA)
William McNiece & Son, Excelsior Saw Works:
1887- ????

Since Walter Cresson began making saws around
1845, and based on this new document, I assume that
William McNiece began working in his shop around
1852 and was employed until 1863 (11 years, Freedley).
The first patent received by McNiece, Patent No
23,531 from 04/05/1859 - Combined Saw, Square
and Bevel is assigned to Walter Cr esson of Conshohocken, PA. This further documents his relationship with Cresson. Since McNiece was employed by
Walter Cresson, it was a common practice at this time
to assign a patent received by an employee to his employer.
In 1863 William McNiece and Charles H. Lame
began working together under the name of “Lame &
McNiece” and the term of this partnership was planned
for 1 year. The Directory of American Toolmakers record mentioned that there is a saw with etch of Lame &
McNiece, Excelsior Saw Works. Freedley states that
business of William McNiece was a successor of Lame
& McNiece. Based on the co-partnership agreement
presented here, I assume that after one year the relation
was dissolved and McNiece continued work under his
own name – William McNiece, Saw Manufacturer.
Now we know the date when this partnership was
established as well as the structural basis of this arrangement.

Signed, Sealed and Delivered in presence of us
Nathan S. C. Holwell
Charles H. Lame
C. H. Holwell
William McNiece
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One of a Kind Curved Panel Raiser Plane
by Jim Bode
What a unique plane. My first thought was since the
integral fence did it’s job as does the integral stop, why the
need for a three arm “reverse stop” for lack of a better term,
attached to the bottom of the plane? Well, this allows the
user to work different thicknesses of stock with one plane.
The edge is reduced to the desired thickness and then the
reverse stop is adjusted. Now the final skim passes are taken
making a perfect, uniform edge. Will it work? See for yourself.
The stamp on the iron is a thing of beauty in and of itself. A horned plane with the maker’s initials “IABS” carved
in the side. Above that is “I.A.Braunschweig” and three

sanne Switzerland. They call it a “rabot pour fonds de
seilles” or pail bottom plane. The plane is French or German
in appearance and looks like birch. It’s unsigned, 7” long
and 2 ¾” wide. It can cut a moulding up to ¾” deep making
it practical for use on stock from ¾” to 1 ½” thick.

stars. The ca. 1826 mark of Joh Arnolt Braunschweig of
Remscheid Germany. The iron is 1 5/8” wide.
Now, what is the purpose of this plane? It creates a 48”
diameter curved, raised panel. Perhaps a decorative panel
above a door. I talked to Jack Whelan about it and he called
it a bucket bottom plane. For large 48” coopered troughs.
According to Jack’s book the only known description of this
tool is of a specimen located in the Musee du Boisin Lau-
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The Shelabarger Patent Story
By John M. Ross
On March 28, 1848 Benjamin F. Shelabarger was
awarded United States Patent No. 5486 for NEW and
Useful Improvement in Planes for Working Lumber. The
patent describes a hollow cap iron, “adjustable throat
piece” having a foot flush with the sole of the plane with
a space between it and the front edge of the plane iron,
through which the shaving discharges, via the hollow
section cast in the cap iron, into the throat of the plane.
As the wooden sole wore down through use, the cap iron
was lowered to keep a closed mouth but the aperture for
passage of the shaving remained whole. The ingenious
construction was a “modernized” version of the English
wooden mitre plane where a boxwood plug was dovetailed in the front edge of the throat and could be
knocked down as needed to maintain a closed mouth.

The subject of the patent was presented commercially in
a standard beech smoothing plane manufactured by Sandoe and Edelen (Philadelphia, 1848-50) with the cap iron
and the toe of the plane marked “Shelabarger’s 1848 Patent” and was exhibited in the Franklin Institute Fairs of
1848 and 1849, according to all editions of Pollak’s
Guide1.
Unfortunately, the casting of the 3/16 “ thick hollow
cap iron left no space before the cutting iron for the shaving to escape rendering the plane dysfunctional. At time
of my acquisition I considered the patent useless.
Quite recently my interest in wooden chamfer planes
led to the purchase of an early twentieth-century model
by William Marples and Sons (Sheffield, 1873-1938)
having an unusually thick (5/16”) cap iron. Upon close
examination, the cap iron proved to be hollow and was
cast so that a 1/16” slit in the front of the iron would allow the escape of a shaving.
This William Marples plane, a properly cast model
of the Shelabarger Patent, turns up some sixty, or so,
years later in a British plane! I have contacted the Tools
and Trades Historical Society in England, also the Ken
Hawley Collection Trust at the University of Sheffield
but have not been able to learn any more information. It
would be interesting to learn whether a British patent was
ever issued, at a much later date than Shelabarger, in the
name of Marples, of John Mosley and Son with whom
they had a trading relationship after 1883.2
Unfortunately I remain computer illiterate.
References:
1. Emil & Martyl Pollak, “A guide to the Makers of
American Wooden Planes,
Astragal Press, Mendham, NJ - all editions.
2. Jane and Mark Rees, “British Plane Makers from
1700,
3. Astragal Press, Mendham, NJ 3rd Edition, 1993
p.329
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Anomalies
Best to start with the Webster definition of anomaly -“a departure from the regular arrangement, general rule, or
usual method; an abnormality”. In just about everything that
exists in life there is an anomaly hiding somewhere. Antique tools are no exception. We all find a screwy looking
tool every now and then, and it takes a while to figure it out.
But it’s not too often that we find two whopper anomalies in
one tool. Well here is one:
At first blush, it
looks like a regular
patent brace from the
late 1800s. It is in fact a
William Ives, patent
number 126395, from
May 7, 1872. There are
two things that you
can’t quite see, one
because the photo is
black and white, and
the other because it
would require a closeup of the markings on
the chuck. Let’s take
the wildest one first.
The center grip is iron!! Yes iron, with the usual brass
ferrules on the ends. I own a cage head brace with a grip of
iron put on before bending. I also own a gent’s brace with a
brass ball for the center grip that has an inside leather liner
to allow it to fit over the cast “stops” in the body. But both
were made at the time of manufacturer. Both grips were
machined smooth and had their ends faced off. The brace
above has three characteristics that indicate that the grip
was NOT done at the time that the brace was made:
1) The iron in the grip is extremely porous, and anything but
professionally cast. The rest of the brace is very well done.
2) The grip was not machined round, but filed rather unevenly. (I smoothed it out.) It is actually slightly oval in cross
-section.
3) After I slid the ferrules down, exposing the ends of the
grip, it was obvious that they were still in the as-cast state,
unlike the faced-off ends that the factory would have produced.
Once I felt pretty sure that the grip was not done at the
factory, I was left with two big questions: -- WHY did the

owner take such pains to replace the original grip with iron,
and HOW did he do it? I asked a Ph.D. in Chemistry (Jack
Whelan) if they had the technology in that period to cast
iron over iron, without some erosion of the base material.
(The demarcation diameter between the grip and the body
was a near perfect circle with no erosion.) Jack put the odds
of it happening so high that I discarded this possibility.
What was left was almost too much to swallow ---- the head
and neck were disassembled, the body straightened on that
end, the new grip and ferrules pushed into position, the
body re-bent, and the head and neck reassembled. Wow!
But first the iron grip had to have a pattern and a core
made to cast it with a hole in the center. The hole could be
cleaned up and opened to fit the body with a drill or a rattail
file. All this was no simple job. But there was no other explanation.
After accepting this,
I looked closely at the
body for any telltale
signs of bending. There
they were: gripping and
clamping marks at both
ends, where you would
need to hold the piece for
bending and re-bending.
(The oxidation of the
iron had them fairly well
masked.) I’m sure that,
with no wood left on the
brace, they could get it hot enough to make the bend easily,
slip on the grip and its ferrules and re-bend the body. Can
you imagine the time taken to repair this rather simple nonratcheted brace? Which brings up the second question
WHY?
It would have been so much easier to make a wooden
grip in two pieces and glue it together. Many braces of the
time were made exactly that way at the factory. Only two
possible reasons come to mind why the owner didn’t do
this:
1) He worked in a shop (like a wagon shop) where the brace
was always being stepped on or run over, and he was tired
of replacing the grip with wood.
-- OR -2) He was a “rough carpenter”, (a board and plank guy) not
a “finish carpenter”, and did not have the skills or the equipment to make a wooden split-grip properly. It’s a bit more
complicated than it looks. But he had a friend that could
cast one out of iron.
Both of the above are “way out there”, but I can’t think
of any other possibility. This brace ranks as my number one
anomaly of all my tools.
(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)

Kean Kuttins - Anomalies
And now to the second screwy thing. On the
chuck shell are two sets of markings. One says:
W.A. Ives and the patent date of May 7, 1872.
Nothing wrong there. But the other one says
Sept. 23, 1862. This latter patent was issued to
Greenleaf Stackpole, and doesn’t remotely have
anything to do with this brace. Why did Ives do
this, and was it just some kind of mistake? Let’s
address the mistake possibility first.
On another occasion Ives stamped a brace that
had Ives jaws (patent number 202548 - Apr. 16,
1878) with Ives name but with the patent date of
Nov. 1, 1859! This patent was issued to Nelson
Spofford. Ives had the patent assigned to him and
stamped it on the above brace, again without any
remote similarity.
My guess is that the stamping on the brace in the
photo above was NOT an accident. What is left
as a reason to do this? Here is a possibility: Ives
used it as a marketing strategy. An early patent
date reflects the fact that the product has been
around for a while, without being withdrawn for
problems or lack of sales.

carbon content, as much as the state the carbon is in that
affects the malleability. I don’t know how you would
ever know what the “state” is, so here is my pragmatic
approach:
I heated up a cast iron tool that was bent through
working stress, and I returned to its normal straight condition easily. Remember, it was bent originally without
snapping! I’d say if it was a r od or lever that would
see bending stress, it probably can be straightened. The
simple bottom line is: If after heating it to cherry, it does
not move easily, don’t go any further. It’s probably not
the right carbon content for bending. Good luck!
Mr. Wizard
-------------------------------------Dear Tool Wizard,
I just bought the tool in the photo. I was told it is a
rare curved planemaker's float. The blade is 3" and the
overall length is 7 1/2". The ferrule is brass. I have since
talked to a knowledgeable tool collector, and he tells me
that he has never seen this float before. Is it really that
rare? Can you tell me the value?
Thanks. --- George Goodman

Both of the screwy things in this brace are anomalies that I can’t fully explain. Maybe some of
you out there have an answer. That would surely
help when I “Show-and-Tell” it.

The Tool Wizard
Dear Tool Wizard,
I have a part from an old tool that is obviously cast,
and looks like iron. It is bent through heavy usage. I have
asked how to straighten it, and have been told that if it is
cast iron it will snap. Is there any way to do it?
Harvey Peterson
Harvey ---- I just went through this exact same dilemma
at a club meeting. Are you one of the guys at the meeting
(using a fake name) that is just trying to see if I give the
same answer twice? If not, here goes: Jack Whelan (who
has degrees in chemistry) points out that Mark’s Handbook states that normal cast iron is not very malleable,
even if you heat it. However, he also says that there were
a number of different “mixtures” of cast iron. I would
suspect that any mix with a low carbon content would be
somewhat malleable. But Jack says that it’s not the total

Dear George --- Sorry to have to inform you that your
tool is NOT a planemaker's float. Yes, it looks like one
and probably might even be used as one, but it is a cobbler's tool. According to Salaman, it is a Rand File. It
was used for trimming the edge of the sole around the
seat of the heel. As far as its rarity is concerned, I own a
set of them and didn't pay too much at the flea market
(most likely because the seller had no idea what they
were). I would consider them fairly rare, but remember
value is based upon: rarity, condition and desirability.
Your rand file qualifies for the first two criteria, but hardly for the last one. I make it a practice not to put a dollar
value on any item or I would be flooded with requests.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey

P.O. Box 372 Claverack, NY 12513

TOOL EVENTS
September 7th - CRAFTS Picnic at Brady Camp
Potterstown, NJ (exit 26, Lamington NJ, on Rt. 78)
Catered Lunch (must be ordered in advance),
Contests, Displays, Tool Sales start at 8AM
September 26 - 27 - Live Free or Die Antique Tool Auction
Holiday Inn Everett Turnpike, Nashua, NH
800-869-0695 www.mjdtools.com
September 30 - David Stanley 52nd International Tool Auction
www.David@davidstanley.com

October 2 -4 - M-WTCA fall Meeting
Decatur, IL George & Kendra Wanamaker 309-836-6972
October 17 - 18 - Live Free or Die Antique Tool Auction
Ramada Inn, Indianapolis, IN
800-869-0695 www.mjdtools.com
October 24 -25 - Brown 33rd International Auction
Sheraton Four Points, Harrisburg, PA
www.CEB@finetoolj.com

WANT ADS
Must sell my entire tool collection. Hundr eds of tools in
good clean condition. Call Art Gatti---973-374-0554---for
appointment.
Need help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire
or partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky,
(908)534-2710.
"Wanted: Old open frame band saw, where the lower wheel is
heavier than the top wheel. Need not be complete. Ed Hobbs,
4417
Inwood
Rd,
Raleigh,
NC
27603-3315
hobbsed@portbridge.com"
WE ARE DIGGING DEEP INTO OUR PERSONAL TOOL
COLLECTION AND WILL ONLY BE SELLING IT ON
OUR WEBSITE.
CHECK IT OUT! at www.JimBodeTools.com
The largest Antique Tool Website on earth!
Jim and Trish Bode PO Box 372 Claverack, NY, 12513, USA
Jim@JimBodeTools.com.
Member: M-WTCA, EAIA, PAST, CRAFTS, PNTC, ATTIC

November 2 - CRAFTS meeting, 1PM Host Masonic Lodge
Highbridge, N.J.
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